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THE SILENT EVACUATION - THE RISE OF E-COMMERCE

Rival clothing retailers Woolworths and Truworths flagged lower

is already experimenting with on-demand shipping in certain

or stalling earnings in August 2017. These numbers reveal

regions, where a drone can deliver your order to you in

Piles of unclothed mannequins lay in heaps next to bare shelves

gradual move to buying at ‘invisible’ stores, and doing business

more than a suppressed economy, high consumer debt or poor

30 minutes or less.

as the last few bargain hunters picked through trays of heavily

at ‘offices’ without street addresses.

management: they show a paradigm shift in the shopping

discounted perfumes, make-up and clothes. This was the sight

patterns of modern consumers. In much the same way Netflix

Immediacy and virtual fluency are the new convenience

that met shoppers as they walked past the flagship store of

Since 2000, a whopping 46% of US department store jobs have

and video-on-demand emptied movie theatres, online stores

buzzwords. Researchers found that a single second’s delay

Stuttafords in upmarket Sandton City in July 2017. The ‘Harrods

vanished – much more than the job losses in coal mining in the

are emptying physical outlets.

in your website loading time can result in a 7% loss in

of South Africa’ was closing down after 159 years in business.

same time – and the pace is picking up. At least 5,300 physical

conversion, and 40% of web users will abandon a website if it

stores in the US announced they will be closing in the first half

What was once viewed as a novelty for techies has become

One of the shoppers, while still pondering this spooky emptiness,

of 2017. This is triple the number over the same period in 2016

the new normal. Today, Americans are shopping online about

may have picked up the Financial Times (one of a handful of

and even outpaces closure rates during the 2008 recession. Of

as often as they take out the trash. Around 79% of Americans

Many traditional retailers have fallen too far behind to make

available hard copies) in the fairly empty bookstore a few metres

America’s approximately 1,200 shopping malls, it is estimated

shop ‘on a screen’, compared to only 22% in 2000. On

a comeback, relying far less on technology to streamline the

down, and read in the business section that UK bank Lloyds was

that some 300 could close within the next decade. (see Chart 1

average, they spend around five hours a week shopping online.

in-store experience for customers than their increasingly

in the process of closing 400 branches and slashing 12,000 jobs.

– store closings)

And that a net 503 shops disappeared from the high streets of

takes longer than three seconds to load.

competitive and hungry e-commerce counterparts. Even the
While e-commerce in South Africa is at an early stage,

retailers that have digital sales channels find themselves

South African retailers are also starting to feel the pinch of

representing less than 2% of total retail sales, the trend is

struggling to capitalise. Their mental model and existing

out-of-store shopping. Edgars, a clothing retailer ubiquitous in

clear: online retailers have achieved a growth rate of over

infrastructure hamper their competitiveness.

The way we shop and consume has undergone a radical change

South African shopping malls, was taken over by creditors in

20% a year since the turn of the century as more consumers

in the past decade, and the implications are far-reaching. In this

2016 and had to restructure debt. In May 2017, no-frills retailer

are becoming aware of the accessibility and convenience of

The new key to success in this ‘invisible’ mall is knowledge

issue of MacroTrends, we look at the rise of e-commerce, the

Mr Price posted its first annual drop in profits in 16 years.

online shopping. Around 60% of adults with internet access in

about your customers. Over and above competing for customer

South Africa shop online.

wallet share, traditional retailers are increasingly competing for

Britain during the last six months.

Chart 1 - US store closings for the year, as announced by mid-2017

customer data that they can use to improve their operations. A
Because anyone can easily switch from one e-commerce

recent study shows that around 40% of South African retailers

website to another – be it at their desk or on a phone – the

said their biggest challenge was deciphering and extracting

nature of competition is rapidly changing. The explosion of

value from their consumer data.

smartphones and other internet-connected devices has also
blurred the lines between online and in-store shopping.

Data mining is a big point of contention, though. Anxiety
over the digital champions is acute, and regulators are trying

Throughout the world, the option of buying online and picking

to keep their power in check. An eight-year EU anti-trust

up in-store, known as ‘click and collect’, is fast becoming one

investigation culminated in a record €2.42 billion fine for

of the most popular ways for consumers to shop. Locally,

Google in mid-2017. In 2016, the EU ruled that Apple must

retailers such as Clicks, Pick n Pay, Dischem, Makro, Checkers

pay €13 billion of back taxes. Facebook was fined €110 million

and Edgars have all embraced the concept. And it works for

early in 2017 after EU regulators discovered that it had

them: data shows that most shoppers who use click-and-

combined user data from WhatsApp with its own service. And

collect services purchase additional items while doing an in-

many other investigations are happening as we speak.

store pickup.
Regulators have to establish and enforce new rules of
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Dynamic distribution has become a game changer. Achieving

privacy as privacy campaigners argue that many of the new-

rapid delivery times requires intensive logistical support from

era retailers are guilty of ignoring consumers’ rights. But

warehouses and delivery drivers. A network of warehouses

the dilemma of retailers is rooted in the fact that, to stay

requires fewer locations than a national chain of stores, and

competitive, they must up their pace of data collection and

lowers costs by balancing proximity to customers with lower

capacity to understand the data they collect, and optimise the

rent. Leading virtual mall Amazon has begun to open smaller,

way in which they use this information. While an e-commerce

decentralised warehouses in order to cut down on the amount

company can gather customer data with every click and then

of time it takes to ship an order. These will either augment

rapidly redesign its website to boost sales, brick-and-mortar

or replace its current large, centralised warehouses. Amazon

stores might only track final purchases through a rewards
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programme. This, however, may start to change soon as more

In this fusion of physical visitation and virtual transacting,

and more stores begin to install sensors to track customer

referrals have become a huge swing factor. Both your offline

behaviour.

and online reputation can make or break you. A survey revealed
that 84% of us trust online reviews and recommendations just

Globally, one-third of e-commerce is driven by mobile (app-

as much as personal recommendations. Customers are fickle

based) shopping. In South Africa, mobile spend is projected to

and move on fast. Personalised recommendations can increase

increase by more than 120% by 2018, while in the UK, mobile

conversion rates by up to 5.5 times.

has replaced desktop as the preferred way to shop online,
accounting for 60% of purchases. By 2020, 70% of all people

Consumers also place a heavy emphasis on speed when it comes

will own a smartphone.

to online purchases – nearly 90% identified shipping speed as
a key factor in the decision to shop with an e-commerce brand

Mobile-friendly shopping experiences that tie together in-store

again and close to 70% would pay more money to get same-day

and online to create an ‘omnichannel’ environment have and

delivery.

will become a priority for most retailers. Shopping via mobile
apps will become the rule rather than the exception and more

The subtle message from the customer is clear: Don’t give me

retailers will look to apps to ‘gamify’ the retail experience.

reasons to look elsewhere. An alternative is always just a click
or tap away. Companies should strive to keep the experience

It is therefore important to emphasise the ‘friendly’ in ‘mobile-

simple and hassle-free. People aren’t patient – they aren’t going

friendly’. A study by Google concluded that not having a

to repeat steps, refresh pages or re-enter information. The true

mobile-optimised website is like closing your store for one day

scarce commodity of the near future will be immediate attention.

each week. Consumer surveys show that the average online
shopping cart abandonment rate is around 68%, but for mobile

A recent global survey asked some 2,000 executives of

it is a staggering 97%. Many consumers are willing and eager

companies of varying sizes what automation might mean for

to part with their money but are put off by overcomplicated

their business in the next few years. Nearly all of them – 86% –

design choices and long loading times. Customers are also

said that by 2020 they expect to reach a breaking point where

increasingly likely to research product and pricing information on

the pace of work is so fast that they will have no choice but

a smartphone while shopping in stores, and to make their final

to turn to intelligent automation to keep up. Online retailers

purchases off-site on their devices.

already sell more products with fewer workers than traditional
stores. In 2016, Amazon had just over 340,000 staff, excluding

E-commerce companies are hard at work to recreate the

seasonal workers, compared to Walmart’s 1.5 million, America’s

personalised experience of shopping in-store on their websites

largest private workforce by a large margin. Also interesting is

– and, in doing so, cut out the costs of maintaining a very

that size matters less than in the ‘economies of scale model’ in

expensive display floor. Several e-commerce companies have

which we were educated: nearly three-quarters of e-commerce

created chatbots, artificial intelligence (AI) systems operating

firms have four employees or less.

within a number of popular messaging apps, that can process
orders, answer customer questions, and make recommendations

Humans should never try to compete with a machine. The shift

using natural-sounding language. Consumers currently

to greater automation will create a demand for higher-level

encounter elements of purposely designed artificial intelligence

technical or interpersonal skills at higher wages. As technology

in their daily lives when using voice-activated virtual assistants

makes these workers much more productive, others may find

such as Amazon’s Alexa, Microsoft’s Cortana, or Apple’s Siri

their skills become redundant. On the other hand, greater

voice recognition software to find restaurants, provide directions,

efficiency and the new network architecture of retail may

play music or make suggestions for lifestyle changes. Cameras

eventually increase the number of retail hubs and employees,

could also be used to give advice on what clothes to wear, or

albeit in a different format, much like ATMs allowed banks to

even order custom-made clothing. More sales happening outside

open a greater number of branches with tellers that handle a

of stores or on mobile devices will lead to fewer interactions

wider variety of ‘non-routine’ financial services.

between customers and sales staff.
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Regardless of the retail industry’s future, its current

more than 200 years ago. A study by Citi and the Oxford Martin

transformation demonstrates how automation is spreading

School found that up to 66% of jobs currently performed by

beyond factories and back offices. Computers now wield enough

South Africa’s workforce could be susceptible to automation.

processing power to navigate and manipulate physical objects in

The way marketing happens is also in flux. Interestingly, a

addition to digital information. This will have profound economic

recent survey found that more than 55% of consumers visit

impacts as businesses divide tasks between workers and

stores before buying online, which supports the idea that

machines. Companies that adopt new technology will become

physical and seamless experiences are critical for modern

more productive, but unless their employees can adapt, the

retailing. This suggests that there’s some room for improvement

gains from greater productivity will be concentrated among

across e-commerce sites, including the way items are displayed,

the few.

products are described, and customers are interacted with.

Analysing more data may lead retailers to downsize as they

Advances in 3D imaging and virtual reality could be possible

identify ways to increase sales with less floor space. Smaller,

game changers down the line, attracting more shoppers to buy

technology-enabled stores may require fewer workers with

online without seeing products first-hand in a physical store.

a different skillset. Besides selling products, workers must

Visiting stores to see items before buying them online tends to

learn how to manage new technologies deployed in stores and

correlate with age, too. The older the shopper, the more likely

warehouses. Robots will complement warehouse employees

they are to visit stores first to see products. A much higher

trained to program and maintain them, while autonomous

percentage of younger shoppers is comfortable buying items

vehicles will require fewer drivers but more programmers,

online sight unseen. This age differentiation may dissolve as

technicians and logistics specialists. Given more technology in

technology becomes more user-friendly.

the workplace, retail employees will spend much more of their
time interacting with customers and far less time

For the very first time in history, global internet advertising

managing products.

spend is expected to exceed TV advertising spend. In 2017,
internet ad spend is projected at $205 billion compared to a

The message to workers: You need to stay competitive by doing

projected TV ad spend of $192 billion. Conversion savvy is,

what humans do best. Don’t compete with machines. Artificial

however, still largely absent: for every $92 spent on generating

intelligence will outperform humans in many rote activities

traffic and getting customers, only $1 is spent on converting

in the next 10 years, much as steam replaced muscle power

these customers.

Chart 2 - Projected increase in e-commerce sales worldwide

E-commerce is about much more than
online shopping. It will also change
the way we socialise, resulting in a
cultural shift. In recent years, a trend
has emerged where people choose
to watch live TV shows and events
together via social media instead of
getting together for viewing parties. As
people spend an increasing amount of
time socialising like this online instead
of in person, it only makes sense that
other social activities will move online,
too. With fewer trips to brick-andmortar stores, and fewer stores to take
those trips to, going shopping with
friends is likely to move online as well.
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As augmented reality and virtual reality capabilities become

of competitiveness in a world in which routine tasks and

owners are reluctant to use the cryptocurrency given its rate

highest rebate rates – with no annual fee. Since the trial

increasingly sophisticated and integrated into the e-commerce

algorithmic precision are performed by machines. Concentrate

of appreciation – more evidence for many that bitcoin is more

introduction of the card, transactions per PayPal account rose

shopping experience, technology will be developed to capitalise

on the skills that make humans uniquely competitive.

asset than currency. The hesitance among retailers may also be

by 10% to 32 over 12 months. One reason for the double-digit

linked to bitcoin’s scaling challenges, as transactions become

jump in transactions was that customers began checking the

slower and more costly.

balance in their digital wallets more often (for the cashback

on the desire people have to shop while socialising. This is well
illustrated by FaceTime and Google Hangout-type apps being

E-commerce is a phenomenon that will extend way beyond

integrated with augmented reality capabilities so that people

retail shopping. Services travel better than products. The next

can get together to shop in e-commerce stores or even ‘try on’

big wave of digital access and friction-free trade is likely to be

For my eyes only: South Africa’s Protection of Personal

clothing online, together.

in the sphere of professional services. IBM’s Watson already

Information Act (PoPI) is expected to be introduced soon,

New frontier, same old risks: In the cryptocurrency world,

helps nurses diagnose cancer – and is four times more accurate

bringing with it a host of changes regarding privacy laws in

there’s a one-in-ten chance you’ll end up a victim of theft

In summary: The organising idea of the 21st century is ‘ease

than human nurses. Sourcing high-level skills is heading in the

South Africa. Once it is adopted into law, consumers may

when partaking in an initial coin offering. Phishing scams have

of consumption’. New-era companies are getting this. Whether

same direction: selling intelligence will become more and more

request a takedown of any personal information stored by

helped push up criminal losses to about $225 million this year,

it’s a tea leaf from the Amazon rainforest or a little-known book

borderless and distance-free.

a South African business, following the prescribed manner.

according to Chainalysis. The huge amount of wealth that has

Businesses will also be legally obligated to notify customers of

fallen prey to cybercriminals is approaching the losses incurred

about an exotic plant, they are obsessed with putting virtually

rewards), leading to additional shopping online.

every product imaginable at the tips of our fingers. They enable

Accept reality; refuse to be stuck. We have been educated in a

any data breaches. One of the biggest challenges will be the

from robberies in the US for the entire year of 2015. Investors,

us to shop 24/7, across borders, in different time zones, from

system that prepared us for an industrial world. It was a world

fact that businesses can only store and access limited copies

eager to get early access to offerings, are tricked into providing

never-out-of-stock shelves, in a way that’s cheaper and more

dominated by physical labour, geographical limitations, resources

of customer data; many organisations have multiple copies of

their credentials to fake websites through targeted email

convenient than shopping in our own neighbourhood. This is

linked to demography, and standardised activities. But the era of

customer data stored in various locations across the business,

campaigns, Tweets and Slack messages.

great news for us as consumers – and will lead to another

the standardised worker is over. Rethink your business strategy

for access by various departments.

dramatic improvement in our modern living standards.

and adapt your personal attitude to afford yourself success in

I want safety … but not less convenience: As many as
I want to work for you, but ...: A recent survey of 295

half of all online transactions in South Africa are not completed

South African executives, the results of which are presented

because consumers find the authentication process too

Sources: Shopify, SmartInsights, Statista, TechCrunch,

in Deloitte’s Global Human Capital Trends report, found that

cumbersome, according to data collected by Entersekt. It’s a

New technologies put downward pressure on ‘old prices’. Tread

WEForum, Barilliance, ServiceNow, Stats SA, US Census, Forbes,

only 6% of respondents rated their organisations as flexible

catch-22: while customers generally demand and expect high

very carefully around fixed-cost traps. Uber is just a software

ICSC, HuffPost, Google, RWC, SAP, Entrepeneur.com, Taggr,

or agile – and only 11% responded that they are actively

levels of online security during transactions, research has

tool – it doesn’t own any cars, yet is now the biggest taxi

BizCommunity, BigCommerce, CPCStrategy, Business Insider,

building the organisation of the future. This means that the

repeatedly shown they do not want to spend much time and

company in the world. Airbnb is now the biggest hotel company

IBM

talent acquisition strategy at many companies is not keeping

effort on completing the transaction.

the digital age. Embrace change, don’t resist it.
As business leaders, we just need to stay wide awake.

in the world, although it doesn’t own any properties. Adjust
your infrastructure for price flexibility and cost competitiveness.

TECHNOLOGY POINTERS

Beware, for instance, of blindly locking yourself into ‘old-era’

up with the digital age or the changing demographics of the
workforce. The report noted that work in the future will be

No defence: According to Small Business Trends, 43% of

Partnering with a giant to catch up to the other giant:

more networked, developed, mobile, real-time and ﬂuid than it

cyberattacks are targeted towards small businesses and,

property escalations or infrastructure debt-traps. Although

Walmart is teaming up with Google to let shoppers order by

is today.

shockingly, 60% of small businesses affected by cyberattacks

South African mall developers are upping the ante to include

voice, linking up with a technology partner to catch e-commerce

a high-tech, interactive shopping environment in a bid to lure

leader Amazon. The purchase histories of Walmart shoppers

The evolution of grocers: Last month, Pick n Pay announced

of this year, the WannaCry virus grabbed world headlines by

shoppers to their centres for longer, we are overbuilt and tenants

(over 140 million) will help Google make personalised

it had successfully completed its plan to remove up to 10% of

infecting 200,000 computers in 150 countries; 71% of small-to-

are overcharged. As it stands, South Africa’s retail market

recommendations, a key feature needed to make voice-activated

roles and functions across its head office, regional structure,

medium sized businesses said they were not prepared for

consists of 24.4 million square metres (leaving us with the

shopping convenient. Amazon, which delivers a vast online

store operations and supply chain in an effort to improve the

such attacks.

sixth-highest number of shopping malls in the world, with an

selection, already produces a dominant line of voice-activated

efficiency and productivity of its workforce. In 2016, Pick n

estimated 1.7 million square metres of additional space in the

Echo speakers that play music, turn on air conditioners and

Pay was the first local retailer to trial self-service till points.

Retailers are investing big in ICT, but there’s a catch:

pipeline).

handle shopping orders. More than 35 million Americans will

Following in the footsteps of Amazon and Walmart, earlier

According to a report by Frost and Sullivan, cloud-based

speak to internet-connected devices at least once a month in

this month the retailer launched its second dedicated online

services, managed services and cellular connectivity are

2017, more than double the number in 2016.

distribution centre in Gauteng. Pick n Pay’s online business is

expected to represent close to R1.8 billion in retail ICT spend

currently one of its fastest-growing divisions.

by 2019. The focus of the spending, however, is expected to

Upskill – and sensitise – people within your reach of influence.
There was a grain of truth in Picasso’s statement that

go out of business within months of an attack occurring. In May

‘computers are useless, because they can only give answers’.

The (non-)acceptance of a (non-visible) currency: Bitcoin

The inquisitiveness of people and their ability to generate

is accepted at just three of the top 500 online stores, down

Playing the old trick: PayPal is turning to its old nemesis,

models, with the retail sector specifically eyeing lower-priced

new ideas still seem to be uniquely human. Creativity, refined

from five last year, according to a recent Morgan Stanley

plastic, to help it expand beyond the digital realm. The online

solutions and innovative usage- and value-based pricing

discretion, large-frame pattern recognition, intuition, taste,

report. This highlights a striking discrepancy between virtually

payments venture is introducing a credit card that offers

models. The report highlighted a number of issues along the

relationships and complex communication will be the elements

no merchant acceptance and bitcoin’s recent gains. Bitcoin

customers 2% cash back on purchases – one of the industry’s

value chain that retailers are currently tussling with – from
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shift from large capital expenditure to smaller operational
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logistics from distribution centres to suppliers and retail stores,

marketing and availability, but still have local branches or outlets

right through to customer delivery.

to support buyers and sellers. Another factor changing this
business is that millennials are entering the property market,

From books to bananas: Mere hours after Amazon’s

with different needs and ways of going about house hunting.

$13.7 billion purchase of Whole Foods was finalised, the online

The average age of South Africa’s agents is 58.

giant announced that it was cutting prices at all of the grocer’s
outlets. It also laid out its plans for combining its business with

A different property boom: The rise of online shopping has

an established brick-and-mortar chain. Amazon customers will

led to a boom in demand for industrial property, with take-up

be able to receive packages and return items bought online at

of warehouse space likely to hit record levels by the end of

Whole Foods locations that have Amazon Lockers installed. On

the year, according to JLL. It has been calculated that every

the heels of the Amazon Whole Foods announcement, shares of

dollar of online sales requires three times more distribution and

rival grocers tumbled amid fears that brutal market share battles

warehouse space than a dollar of sales at a brick-and-mortar

would intensify.

store. That’s because a shipment of goods to a brick-and-mortar
retailer is usually large, compared with the huge number of

The disruption of an old business model: Traditional estate

small shipments going to individuals. While in the past smaller

agents, which often have high property and staff costs, are

retailers would aim to have warehouses centrally located in a

struggling to compete with low-cost, fixed-fee online agents.

country, many are now also moving inventory to multiple smaller

One interesting type of business model that has emerged from

spaces to get goods to customers faster.

this is the hybrid agency: agencies that offer online support,
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